Peterbilt’s SmartLINQTM complements fleet management operations by providing real-time notifications should a
vehicle’s onboard diagnostics system generate a service event. This easy-to-use, web-based system helps you
prioritize which trucks should be serviced at the next convenient opportunity or which may need immediate attention.
SmartLINQ provides four levels of notification – Stop Now, Service Now, Service Soon and Informational – as well as
the codes generated from any vehicle requiring service. SmartLINQ allows the fleet to proactively schedule a service
appointment with a Peterbilt dealer to ensure the needed resources are available when the vehicle arrives, getting
your truck back on the road as quickly as possible. With SmartLINQ, Peterbilt helps you eliminate unscheduled
downtime, maintain on-time freight delivery and maximize profitability.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:
CHECK
ENGINE

SmartLINQ monitors each vehicle’s diagnostics to detect when a diagnostic code is activated.
The on-board telematics communicates the code information, including all event data, to SmartLINQ’s
back-office services powered by PACCAR Solutions.

SmartLINQ’s web portal provides a geographical
view of a fleet’s vehicles, color coded by severity.
Data can be sorted by diagnostic code, code
severity and its geographical location to easily see
the vehicle’s performance information.

The diagnostic codes are instantly analyzed and communicated information to the fleet manager, as
well as displayed in detail on the PACCAR Solutions’ Web Portal. Code severity, possible solutions
and the nearest Peterbilt dealership recommendations are also provided.
Once the information is reviewed, an action plan can be developed between the fleet manager and the
preferred dealer helping keep the truck in operation until service can be conveniently scheduled.

PACLEASE & PACCAR FINANCIAL PLANS TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS.
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By selecting a Vehicle Identification Number, key
information is displayed such as diagnostics data,
troubleshooting guidance and recommended
actions, as well as the nearest Peterbilt dealership
for quick and convenient service.

